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Erudite Scholarship FAQs

Q1: The “NYCU Operation Direction for the Trial Run of Erudite

Scholarship for PhD Students” takes effect in academic year 2023.

I resume my studies in semester 1 of academic year 2023. Can I

apply for the Erudite Scholarship?

A1: In accordance with Article 2 of the “NYCU Operation Direction for

the Trial Run of Erudite Scholarship for PhD Students”, the Erudite

Scholarship is available for new first-year students accepted by and

enrolled in a NYCU PhD program and active second-year NYCU

PhD students. New first-year students are students accepted by or

enrolled in a NYCU PhD program in academic year 2023 (including

students with early admission and students in direct pursuit of

admission to a NYCU PhD program), and existing students are active

PhD students in the second or lower year. Hence, the Erudite

Scholarship is also available for student resuming their studies in

semester 1 of academic year 2023. However, if any one of the

circumstances as specified in Article 5 occurs in academic year 2023,

students will be disqualified from the Erudite Scholarship without

reclamation.

Q2: I took the NYCU PhD program entrance examination for

academic year 2023 but enrolled in a NYCU program in semester

2 of academic year 2022. How much can I get from the Erudite

Scholarship?

A2: In accordance with Article 3 of the “NYCU Operation Direction for

the Trial Run of Erudite Scholarship for PhD Students”, the amount

of the Erudite Scholarship covers their tuition and fees for the first

and second academic years (subject to the actual amount of tuition

and fees as announced by NYCU). However, this amount does not

cover credit fees for the Teacher Education Program, individual

instruction fees for music majors, and various mandatory fees (e.g.,

insurance, accommodations, internet service, sports facilities, and



others). Students with early admission in semester 2 of academic year

2022 are also counted as first-year students accepted by and enrolled

on a NYCU PhD program for academic year 2023. If no violation of

any part of Article 5 is detected, the scholarship they receive will be

that to cover their tuition and fees in the first and second academic

year for their study in the PhD program.

Q3: I was directly admitted to a NYCU PhD program in semester 2 of

academic year 2022. How much can I get from the Erudite

Scholarship?

A3: The “NYCU Operation Direction for the Trial Run of Erudite

Scholarship for PhD Students” takes effect in academic year 2023. It

aims to incentivize new first-year students accepted by and enrolled

in a NYCU PhD program and active second-year NYCU PhD

students. Students directly admitted to a NYCU PhD program in

semester 2 of academic year 2022 are students admitted to NYCU in

academic year 2022. Hence, they are not new PhD students of

academic year 2023. If no violation of any part of Article 5 is detected,

they are eligible for the Erudite Scholarship that covers the tuition and

fees of semesters 1 and 2 of academic year 2023 (subject to the actual

amount of tuition and fees as announced by NYCU). However, this

amount does not cover credit fees for the Teacher Education Program,

individual instruction fees for music majors, and various mandatory

fees (e.g., insurance, accommodations, internet service, sports

facilities, and others).

Q4: I am an active second-year NYCU PhD student who has gapped

before academic year 2023. Am I qualified for the Erudite

Scholarship?

A4: In accordance with Article 5 of the “NYCU Operation Direction for

the Trial Run of Erudite Scholarship for PhD Students”, students who

gap during the scholarship period will be disqualified without

reclamation. The NYCU Erudite Scholarship for PhD Students begins

in academic 2023 to incentivize students enrolling in a NYCU PhD



program from academic year 2023. Hence, students who have gapped

before academic year 2023 are also qualified for the Scholarship, and

only students who gap in or after academic year 2023 will be

disqualified.

Q5: I have applied for a tuition and fees exemption. Am I still qualified

for the Erudite Scholarship?

A5: The amount of the NYCU Erudite Scholarship covers the tuition and

fees in the academic year of first and second years of the PhD

programs (subject to the actual amount of tuition and fees as

announced by NYCU). However, this amount does not cover credit

fees for the Teacher Education Program, individual instruction fees

for music majors, and various mandatory fees (e.g., insurance,

accommodations, internet service, sports facilities, and others).

Hence, the amount of the NYCU Erudite Scholarship will be the

actual amount of tuition and fees after the exemption. If the actual

amount after exemption is NT$0, the amount of the NYCU Erudite

Scholarship will also be NT$0.


